Elizabeth Patton Elected Senior President
Lucie Dix, Janet Fletcher Head Junior, Sophomore Classes

Betsy Parcells, Ruth Kellogg To Head Student Government, Honor Court

Mildred Westlich Elected Student Secretary

Betsy Parcells was elected president of Student Government at the student poll Thursday, May 12. In addition to being class president both Freshman and Junior years, Betsy was class treasurer during her Sophomore year, and has served as a house junior this year.

Ruth Kellogg, new Chief Justice of Honor Court, was president of Lucy house Freshman year, and of Elizabeth house Sophomore year. This has been her manner of basketball, a member of the cast of two that was chosen in 1937, and a member of the Religious Council Freshman year, as well as a house junior this year.

The newly elected vice-president, Mary E. Lamprecht, transferred to Connecticut this year from Ohio State. While here Helen was a Sophomore representative to the Student's Self-governmen Council. She has been a member of St. Millan, a dramatic society and was initiated into the Browning and Smith Honorary Societies.

Speaker of House

Irene Kennel, Speaker of the House, has been president of the Sophomore class this year and was president of North Cottage during the athletic season.

Mildred Weidich, is well-chosen member of the Religious Council Sophomore year. This year she has been chairman of entertainment for the organization and has done much to keep the atmosphere and originality of the songs composed by students. This year’s building composers are: Class of ’38, June Roberts, music and Paulanos Williams, lyrics; Class of ’39, Dorothy Leu and and Helen Kerr, ’41, Shirley Rice and Betty Lamprecht, ’41, Dorothy Leu and Helen Kerr. The class songleaders are: Senior, Jeanette Dowless; Junior, Mary Elaine DeWolfe; Sophomore, Doris Hart; and Freshman, Helen Jcnes.

The original intention of ex-president Marshall, when he started the tradition of Competitive Sing in 1925, was to award the cup permanently, and since, there has been no new cup to continue the tradition. There’s always the enthusiasm, song; an original song, words and music composed by a member of each class, and the Class song. Two faculty members and one outsider, all chosen by Dr. Erb, will form the judging committee whose decision is based on the following points: quality of the songs, especially the originals; quality of the musical performance; and general effect made by a class during its performance; and percentage of attendance. Dr. Erb is chairman of the Competitive Sing and has charge of overseeing the judging of the songs composed by students. This year’s building composers are: Class of ’38, June Roberts, music and Paulanos Williams, lyrics; Class of ’39, Dorothy Leu and and Helen Kerr, ’41, Shirley Rice and Betty Lamprecht, ’41, Dorothy Leu and Helen Kerr. The class songleaders are: Senior, Jeanette Dowless; Junior, Mary Elaine DeWolfe; Sophomore, Doris Hart; and Freshman, Helen Jones.

The Original Intention of Ex-President Marshall, when he started the tradition of Competitive Sing in 1925, was to award the cup permanently to the class that won three times in succession. Each year’s winner was to have its numerals engraved on it. In 1935, the class of that year was the first to win the trophy permanently, and since, after their numerals were engraved, there was no more room, they gave a new and larger cup to continue the tradition. At the same time they left their prize here at college.

The Original Intention of Ex-President Marshall, when he started the tradition of Competitive Sing in 1925, was to award the cup permanently to the class that won three times in succession. Each year’s winner was to have its numerals engraved on it. In 1935, the class of that year was the first to win the trophy permanently, and since, after their numerals were engraved, there was no more room, they gave a new and larger cup to continue the tradition. At the same time they left their prize here at college. The wearing of white for the Sing is now the rule; this custom described above.
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We Like The Idea!

It was gratifying indeed to witness the enthusiasm of the fathers over the newly formed idea of the Dad's Scholarship Fund. The constitution took shape, it occurred to the fathers to commit the scheme to their sons, and unfortunately not present as well as those who attended Fathers' Day. There is a great many of our fathers who would be happy to help support our girls to complete her college education by the contribution of two dollars. For though it sounds a small amount, it is just such gifts which will help our college for the most part. And the contributions are to be limited to that amount. One way in which we can promote the idea is for each one of us whose father would welcome a chance to join us in the movement to tell her father of the scheme. Perhaps it might even be advisable to clip and send the article which appears in this issue of the Dad's Newsletter regarding it.

Any father who wishes may send not more than two dollars in care of the Connecticut College Dad's Scholarship Fund.

"When In Rome ......."

A large group of Connecticut students will be traveling on "the other side" this summer despite the luxurious situation that has arisen recently in Europe. They will be meeting people of different nationalities who have different forms of government and different ways of living. It would be interesting to know what our students expect to gain from their trip, and what their attitude toward the places and people they visit will be.

A few years ago Americans returning from Europe complained that the "Europeans" tried to overcharge our guilable, comparatively wealthy countrymen; that the Europeans looked down their noses at the loud-spoken, uninformed, American of the New World. Without denying the truth of these complaints, let us fly over to the States of care of poor lands. Let us see canvass Americans carelessly burned.

(Continued to Column 4)
Vinal Garden Airman
Aeceptor

Many of the students of C. C. do not know that the first open air stage-
show play was put on in the Warden's
way and a place for it was reserved
side Vinal Cottage. With the tu-
ips in the circular garden in bloom
ning their place, there is such a spot that many parents and
friends would appreciate being
there when the flowers are in
and show. A little up too, there are many varieties of
azaleas and rhododendrons plant-
next year and now blooming, and
tulips.

The little brook beside the rock
of C. C. will be used for running all Spring and near Fall, and the azaleas, used in
nursery sale in a house near the
Show, have been planted beside the
brook with honeypkks.

On the other side of campus, in the arboretum, over one hundred pink azaleas, commonly called pinkadrup
blooms, have been planted on the
nursery. That does not matter any-
over the main range. On the new
trout, purchased last year, the
weeds are out of the plot and the
lodge are junctions, sheep barn and
tail blueberries. All this has
reached a point that can be con-
putum. A little restraint
practice teaching is to

This way the student has "the op-
pportunity to control knowledge into
interact." Teaching in the Winthrop,
The Warden, Dr. Thomas A. R. T. attendancen, attending the
New London Day nursery, Y. W.-C. A. playground work, Girl Scouts scouting, and

By this course the student also helps to analyze and improve her personality and helped to influ-ence people. She understands how to develop desirable traits in the young child as well as how to re- ward and deal with the young according to her development.

Thus it may fairly be said that
To the college and graduate students
will have contributions to make to the
young people, English literature is in-
valuable for the C. C. undergrad-
grade. So here is a consideration for
next year's postgraduate work.

American Students
Increase Foreign
Studv at Exeter

There is an increasing interest among American students in the
idea of spending part of their four
year college career at some foreign universities. The figures show,
the records of the Institute of Intern-
tional Education, 2 West 46th St.,
New York City.

According to the college in English speaking lands which have cooper-
ated with American universities in
educational programs, none has dis-
played a more intelligent and wide
international aspect of the college
than the University College of the

While students from many foreign
countries may have applied to

The college is welcomed with more en-
thusiasm than the American, which
includes both men and women from a score of colleges throughout the
United States.
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Sunday night!
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tion to roll up the white line.”

From the Utah Chronicles: Our father slipped upon the ice

He saw the glorious stars and stripes...

“We saw our Fatherland.”

Perry & Stone

Jewelers Since 1865

Stationery

Leather Goods

Novelties

296 State Street

DUTCHLAND FARMS

Just Across the Thames River Bridge in Groton

THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING

Associated with Cornell University

Opportunity for women in preparation in nursing, a profession for college women.

For further information address:

Director of the School of Nursing

525 East 6th Street, New York City

THE NORWICH EXPRESS

Call on the NORWICH Telephone 3180

“...SEND YOUR VACATION BAGGAGE HOME BY CONVENIENT RAILWAY EXPRESS...”

Direct from your rooms, at low cost, high economy and one more! Merely phone our agent to call. No extra charge for delivery to all cities and principal towns. No waiting. No troubles. And you can send “Collect,” if you’re pressed for cash.

Hardly “Rath-front” and fast as well as convenient. When you return to college, go summering, or travel anywhere, ship by the same dependable, helpful route. Special rates and labels have been arranged for your comfort. So phone us. And your luggage will be theirs for the asking. When you phone, tell our agent the exact time to call and you’ll enjoy your trip immensely.

UNION STATION

PHONE 3366-3384

NEW LONDON, CONN.

THE COLLEGE SENIORS

Have you Chosen a Career?

How to meet those who expect to seek employment, and in so doing, return home with richer feelings between the human beings seeing new scenes and new faces. Travelling abroad enables travelers to see the known things behind the outward appearances. And knowing human beings abroad and making friends abroad was on his hands and knees in the

the rising star of Sibelius is
to roll lip the white line.”

If you would because the whole team had

Moments only help to create unfriendli-

matters only help to create unfriendli-

And they are, as a prevalent idea that money can buy anything, particularly when offered to Arnold Thespian. We know one

sensitive of our students is really quite amazing.”

MISS O'NEILL'S SHOP

Corner of State and Golden Street

Attractive line of

Buttoms, Yarn, Crochet Linens and Needlepoint.

Hemstitching, Knitting Needles, etc.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Turkey Dinner Sundays — 80c

HOMESTAY

Phone 3-2086

Delivery up to 10

Restauranteur — Caterer
Bring Your Friends Here for

THE BEST SODAS in Town

Petersen's

247 State Street

College Inn

Friday Night Special

STEAK DINNER — 85c

Picnic Lunches — 50c

Tea Sandwiches, Assorted

Cookies and Punch for

Afternoon Teas or Evening

Parties

The Mohican Hotel

New London, Conn.

260 Rooms and Baths

A la Carte Restaurant

famed for

Excellent Cuisine

Lobster Dinner $1.75

Cocktail Lounge and Tap Room

Dancing Saturdays

9 p.m. until Midnight

PARKING SPACE

From the Hawk:

Lawyer: “Just because my client was on his hands and knees in the 

middle of the road is no reason for calling him intoxicated.”

Judge: “Yes, but he was trying to roll up the white line.”

From the Utah Chronicles: Our father slipped upon the ice

Because he could not stand,...
Dean Nye Reads Koine and Is Moved To Write Poem

OUR SENIOR CLASS
A Composite Picture
(according to Koine)

Amazing, and baffling! What was it she meant? Bubbling, and carefree, and confident. Compelling, disarming, and clifh! Too! Distinctive, dependable, I tell you! Enthusiastic and effervescent, Impulsive, genuine, proficient! Impish, loquacious, indomitable, Petite and poised, inimitable.

Responsible, reliable, rare, Startling, subprizing, and with red hair, Undaunted, and irrepressible, quite, Yes, teeming with sympathetic insight, Unassuming, yet unexcelled, Unbelievable, unflinflfl. Unfailing, unbounded, unusual, Unstudied, I grant you, that’s the gal— Unpredictable, unrestrained, Yet again, she’s genuine, nothing feigned, Versatile, vibrant, and vigorous, Vital and vivid and vivacious, Unlimited, swift and streamlined, very! But never one that’s ordinary!

MISS H. STRICKER WINS JANTZEN SWIM SUIT
AT THE ALLING RUBBER CO. DISPLAY HELD MAY 12th
AT THE COLLEGE Inn

Step into our store next to the National Bank of Commerce and see these BEAUTIFUL NEW JANTZENS

SHORTS -- SHIRTS -- SLACKS -- TENNIS -- GOLF -- RIDING
ALLING RUBBER CO.
238 STATE ST.
NEW LONDON

Rockwell & Co. State Street

Fashion Forecast in Summer Dresses of SEA MIST

There’s a sea-breeze freshness and crisp flair to these new dresses which youthful hearts go for. Styled by a young modern like yourself—they’re cool to look at—and cooler to wear. Sea Mist resists wrinkles and launders like a hanky—you’ll wear and tub it, wear and tub it right through the summer. Slip into one today and sail forth for afternoon triumphs.

- Crush resistant
- Won’t Shrink, stretch or fade
- Washability approved by Lux and Ivory
- Special $5.95

Poetry Reading
A reading of a wide variety of poetry was interestingly presented by members of Mrs. Say’s speech classes on May 16 at 7:30 in Jane Addams.

The poems were chosen by the students who read them, and were representative of the varying tastes and favorite poems of the girls. Elizabeth Schuster, Helen Biggs, Marian Turner, Jean S. Moore, Naomi Kissing, Ruth Chazen, Nance Roseberry, Annette Service, Helen Maxwell, Elizabeth McKay, Elizabeth McNulty, Priscilla Yenell, and Patsy Tillinghast participated. Among the poems read were Carl Sandburg’s “Chicago”, Thomas Hardy’s “The Man He Killed”, Robert Frost’s “The Runaway” Milton’s sonnet on his blindness, and Edna’s final speech from the play “Winterset” by Maxwell Anderson.

Try this New REVOLUTIONARY PERMANENT WAVE
Automatic, low-heat control for each curl. Like 24 separate permanents. Makes most naturally beautiful permanent ever seen. Soft, long lasting waves and lots of ringslets. Cooler and lighter on the hair too! $5.00 and $7.50

DUART the low-heat control method

GENUNG’S Beauty Salon
PHONE 535
For Your Appointment

FREE TRANSPORTATION!
Refreshing Round Trip Rides in Beach Wagon to SKIPPERS’ DOCK for LUNCHEON or DINNER

Fashionable folks throughout the nation say they have never tasted lobsters or shore dinners quite so delicious as those served at Skippers’ Dock—New England’s famous shore dinner wharf. Fishing boats directly from the lobster grounds arrive daily at our kitchen where sophisticated dishes are artfully prepared in an atmosphere of ocean freshness and opulence of a setting so simple that all care and responsibility of the host or hostess fade into insignificance.

Fancy charred brush live lobster—a bubbling hot cherry flavored lobster newburg or lobster as you like it and all good sea fresh sea food—fried shore dinners—frogs’ legs—tender, juicy, thick steak or a Southern chicken dinner.

Skippers’ Dock—quaint, scenic, fascinating—most romantic spot on the New England coast. Seven miles east of New London.

Phone Mystic 1092 and we will send beach wagon for minimum of eight students or faculty.

MILLINERY
of Distinction
Phoenix Holstey

ENNIS SHOP
230 State St.
NEW YORK CITY

KATHARINE GIBBS SCHOOL
238 STATE ST.
NEW LONDON

SKIPPERS’ DOCK • NOANK, CONN.
Phantom Macaroni
Views Play of Saturday
(Continued from Page 3. Column 5)

0) man mad with her tongue, and her beauty, and her beguiling ways. Lord! how I roared with the rest when she won over her husband, poor wretch, only to fall to quarrelling again, the best scene of the piece, to my thinking.

When 'twas ever and the folk in the pit had dispersed, I remained, unobserved of all those maids who were busying themselves with dismounting the stage, and who seem to do men's work with prodigious ease and skill so that nothing went amiss during the play to distract actors or audience. And I could not but reflect that though the world progresses... and sure 'tis mightily different from our time and not always so satisfying... yet 'tis a good sign that the present does not forget the past.

For though I recall a wise man saying- that a tragedy belongs to all ages, but a comedy only to the age which gives it birth, yet I find a satisfaction in seeing such an attempt as this I witnessed. To my mind 'tis well to cope with ventures something beyond our present understanding, which serve as challenge to the actors' ability and intelligence. Therefore I would commend all the actors and their aids, were it permitted, and would urge that they try another and a greater comedy of our age, such as that of Mr. Goldsmith. For I cannot believe that Kate Hardcastle and Tony Lumpkin can ever die. And 'tis by such efforts to live again the life of an earlier period, that all is carried back as easily into the past, as now I slip forth into the shadows.

1792
1937
The Union Bank & Trust Co.
of New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial Departments
140 Years of Service

YELLOW CAB
4321

L. LEWIS & CO.
Established 1860
China, Glass, Silver
Lamps and Novelties
State and Green Streets
New London, Conn.

BOSTON SCHOOL OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Opportunity for service in a new branch of the medical profession.
Course of study includes biological, social, clinical sciences, and the creative arts.
Advanced standing given college graduates.
MRS. MARGARET R. GREENE, Director
7 Harcourt St., Boston, Mass.
Only school in New England recognized by the American Medical Association for the training of Occupational Therapists.

MILADY BEAUTY SHOPPE
J. N. Armstrong, Prop.
Excellent work done by experienced operators with up-to-date equipment under the most sanitary conditions.
Permanents Wavels $1.55 to $7.50
Finger Waves $ .50
Arch $ .50
Maidening $ .50
Shampoo (short) $ .50
Shampoo (long) $ .50
Specializing in Machineless Permanents — $5.50

Copyright 1938, Liebig & Myers Tobacco Co.